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Island Heat Products to sell 10 Thomas Aaron Billiards, Pool tables.

Thomas Aaron Billiards has teamed up with Island Heat Products a South Florida online Platform seller to
sell the remaining New Celtic Pool Tables Thomas Aaron has left in inventory.

May 23, 2010 - PRLog -- Highly respected and manufacture of High end Pool tables in the United States
Thomas Aaron Billiards has teamed up with Island Heat Products a South Florida online Platform seller to
sell the remaining New Celtic Pool Tables Thomas Aaron has left in inventory.

Thomas Aaron Billiards manufactured this high end Pool table which originally priced in the US for over
$6,000.00 has entered into a deal with Island Heat Products to offer this Celtic table for
$1,495.00,(http://www.islandheat.com) to include Free Shipping for US residents . The Celtic by: Thomas
Aaron was manufactured and distributed in the early 2002 and the company found 10 of these tables sitting
in their Kentucky warehouse. 

Thomas Aaron Billiards designed and manufactured custom tables to meet the exacting standards of
professional billiard players, celebrities and a select clientele.  

Customers where excited to Experience the fine craftsmanship evident in this Celtic Pool Table with it’s
richly grained hardwoods, exotic burls and hand carved details, all gracefully proportioned and thoughtfully
executed on each design. Inspired and created to reflect the timeless appeal of classic furniture styles, this
unique billiard table will complement today's home furnishings. These tables should be Professionally
installed. Tables do not come with cloth. purchaser will have to choose the color of the cloth and order as
an accessory. 

Tables are new and have been sitting in a warehouse for 7 years. They are the original Celtic Pool Table by:
Thomas Aaron Billiards. Some side rails on tables could have some clouding on finish due to sitting for 7
years but in no way diminish the high quality and high end tables they are. To see this table: 
http://www.islandheat.com

Specifications: 
One New Celtic Pool Table complete.
8’ Slate Pool Table 
44” x 88” Playing Surface Dimensions 
101.5” x 57.5” x 32.2” Assembled Outside Dimensions 
Built to BCA (Billiard Congress of America) specifications.
The table itself weighs 329 lbs. and the slate weighs 500 lbs. for a total of 829 lbs

Island Heat Products (http://www.islandheat.com) operates a verity of online Retail stores. These
Worldwide Online retail stores are powered by, eBay, Bonanzle, iOffer, Overstock  and Amazon. Island
Heat’s media services include advertising and the creation of seller services worldwide in a unique market
for self promotion in all online market want ad groups. Island Heat advertising services can be found in
over 100 Countries using a verity of media outlets.

Visit one of Island Heat Products stores:
http://www.islandheat.com
http://stores.shop.ebay.com/Island-Heat-Jeans
http://stores.ebay.com/Island-Heat-Imports
http://www.bonanzle.com/booths/islandheat
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http://store.auctiva.com/islandheatjeans
http://www.ioffer.com/selling/islandheat

# # #

Island Heat Products sellers of new & pre-owned clothing and accessories. Medical and Health Care/ Skin
Care Products, Jeans, men’s fashions, women’s fashions and many more great items at great prices.
Movies, DVD's, Home Goods, clothing and much more. 

Products and services to include: Clothing, home goods, Toys, Jeans, Jackets, Men’s fashions, Women’s
fashions, Accessories, Jewelry. Sunglasses, Toddler clothing, Memorabilia, collectables, Skin Care
Products, Swim wear, Bikini's, sarongs, TV, Movies, Music, CD's , DVDs,

--- End ---

Source Jeffrey G Cartwright
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